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COVID-19 disrupted school performance measures along 
with everything else
• No state tests from 2020
• In many states, 2021 tests were unusual in length, scoring, timing
• Some states committed not to use 2021 tests for accountability
• Lots of questions for accountability in 2022:

– Are there ways to use incomplete data from the past two years that can produce valid and reliable 
inferences about school performance?

– How can we measure student growth (or value-added) without baseline scores from last year?
– How do we ensure that measures are reliable, especially for subgroups and small schools that may 

experience large random swings?
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Solving these problems could produce better measures for 2022—and 
beyond
• Incomplete data might provide valuable information on school performance in the 

pandemic—if analyzed carefully to avoid bias
• Incorporating growth measures in 2022 can help states avoid reverting to exclusive 

focus on NCLB-style proficiency measures
• Stabilizing measures can reduce random errors, which may be especially important for 

subgroups and small schools
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NJ is exploring possible future refinements to accountability systems

• Diagnostic analyses to make sense of incomplete data on English-language proficiency 
(ELP) growth

• Exploration of assessing median student-growth percentiles (mSGPs) across multiple 
years from pre-pandemic baseline

• Using Bayesian statistical methods to stabilize school performance measures and 
reduce likelihood of error in identification of low-performing schools
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Agenda

• Measuring school-level average growth with 
incomplete data

• Stabilizing school- and subgroup-level performance 
measures

• How the REL partners with a state agency to develop 
capacity, refine measures, and validate measures
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Measuring growth with incomplete data
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Challenge: Measuring school-level ELP with limited ELP data

• Many ELP scores over the last two years are missing—but many others are available
• Can incomplete ELP data produce school-level measures that are valid and reliable?
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ELP testing disruptions could bias the comparison of ELP growth 
across schools

• In 2020-21, rate of ELP testing declined in NJ and across the WIDA consortium
• What explains why some students were tested and others were not?

– Districts and schools could have made different decisions about prioritizing students for testing
– Students of different backgrounds and in different communities may have had different access to 

testing due to variations in remote vs in-person schooling

Sources: 
WIDA Consortium | WIDA (wisc.edu)
Sahakyan, N. & Cook, H. G. (2021). Examining English Learner Testing, Proficiency, and Growth: Before and Throughout the COVID-19 
Pandemic. (WIDA Research Report No. RR-2021-1). Wisconsin Center for Education Research. 
https://wida.wisc.edu/sites/default/files/resource/Report-Examining-English-Learner-Testing-Proficiency-Growth.pdf
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Diagnostics: Identify patterns of missingness in test scores to assess 
likelihood of bias in school-level ELP indicator
Compare the following in school years before the pandemic to 2019-20 & 2020-21:

Number and share of EL students assessed and not assessed within and across schools

Distribution of ELP assessment rates by grade level

Distribution of ELP scores

Changes in ELP growth trajectories

Timing of ELP assessments
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Proposal: Consider score imputation or student-based weighting to 
adjust school-level ELP results—if missingness pattern is informative
Informative missingness: When the missingness of a score is related to the value of what that 
score would have been, as well as other observed and unobserved/unobservable variables. 

Two adjustment approaches:

Impute IY or end-of-
year scores

Weight students with 
observed growth 

target achievement
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For math and reading scores: Consider multi-year growth if 2021 data 
are not usable
• Student-growth percentile and value-added 

calculations are agnostic to the amount of time 
between baseline test and outcome test

• Examining growth from pre-pandemic may provide 
a more robust indicator of school performance than 
examining growth from fall 2021

• But missing data limits the number of cohorts that 
can be included and requires allocation of fractional 
credit for students who changed schools
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These three cohorts provide information about growth in middle 
schools (MS – grades 6-8) and elementary schools (ES – grades K-5)
Grade 2018–2019 2019–2020 2020–2021 2021–2022 Fraction of time in ES and MS

Grade 3 *a X X 
Grade 4 *b X*a X 
Grade 5 *c X*b X*a 
Grade 6  X*c X*b *a 2/3 ES, 1/3 MS*a

Grade 7  X X*c *b 1/3 ES, 2/3 MS*b

Grade 8  X X *c All MS*

REL Mid-Atlantic used a similar approach—with fractional growth for students switching schools—in 
calculating mSGPs for K-3 grades of Maryland elementary schools (Dragoset et al. 2019; see also Hock 
& Isenberg 2017)

Notes: A check mark indicates a cohort was tested; an X indicates the cohort was not tested. Cohorts marked with an asterisk can
be included in an analysis.  a Tested in grades 3 & 6; b Tested in grades 4 & 7; c Tested in grades 5 & 8.
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Stabilizing school performance measures to increase 
confidence in CSI/TSI/ATSI designations
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Challenge: School performance measures are subject to random error, 
which can lead to identifying the wrong schools for improvement

Some of the annual movement of performance 
indicators is due to luck (good or bad) rather than 
true school performance (Kane & Staiger 2002)

Pandemic may have increased random error

Large random swings in scores undermine 
credibility of the measures
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Proposal: Use all available data across multiple years to produce the 
best possible information about current performance

• Bayesian statistical methods can use historical data to provide better information about 
current performance—and explicitly quantify the likelihood that a school or subgroup 
falls below a relevant threshold
– Similar approach described in Lockwood, Castellano, & McCaffrey 2022

• May require a mindset shift: Recognition that any annual measure of school 
performance (such as percentage of students achieving proficiency) is an estimate of 
true school performance, measured with some random error
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School performance estimates include random error
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School performance estimates include random error
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School performance estimates include random error—which is larger 
for smaller schools (or subgroups)
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Random error is especially likely for schools scoring at the lowest 
(and highest) end of the distribution

• Schools with the lowest estimated
performance levels may have the lowest 
true performance—but they also tend to 
be the ones with the worst luck

• Bayes provides a systematic way to 
quantify the intuition that, when we see an 
outlier, it might be a fluke
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REL Mid-Atlantic

Bayesian hierarchical model: Borrows information 
across schools and over time to reduce random error
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Raw estimated performance in 2022 for 10 schools
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Prior performance (2016-2019) predicts 2022 performance
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Bayesian estimates of true 2022 performance
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Enables estimating probability that school achieved policy-relevant 
threshold determined by state
• Probability of meeting a threshold might be especially relevant for decisions to allow 

schools to “exit” identification status
• Policy-relevant threshold can be defined in absolute terms or relative to other schools 

across the state:
– “There is a P percent probability that reading proficiency (or other outcome measure) in school X 

exceeded a proficiency threshold of Z in 2022.”
– “There is a Q percent probability that school X is in the bottom Y percent of performance in reading 

proficiency (or other outcome measure) among schools statewide in 2022.”
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Can model different outcomes using same approach

• Could be used for proficiency, graduation rate, chronic absenteeism, mSGP, value-
added, or any other measure

• Could be especially useful for growth, value-added, and change measures
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NJ and PA are exploring Bayesian methods to avoid mis-identifying 
TSI and ATSI schools
• Random error is especially problematic for subgroups
• Aim is to identify schools that have real problems rather than just bad luck

• Also: Bayesian results are likely to provide some useful information even on small 
subgroups—potentially allowing a state to reduce minimum N-size without increasing 
random error
– Fewer students in small subgroups will be left out of calculations
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How the REL and NJDOE are partnering to build SEA 
capacity and improve & validate performance 
measures
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REL-NJDOE measurement partnership includes coordinated components

1. Technical support to build NJDOE’s capacity to create revised measures
2. Communication support to help NJDOE explain revised measures to educators
3. Validation study to demonstrate predictive validity of Bayesian-adjusted measures
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REL technical support includes training and code

• Training on diagnostic analyses to assess ELP growth data
• Training on Bayesian methodological concepts
• Code in R to implement Bayesian adjustments
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REL communication support seeks to help NJDOE explain measures 
in educator-friendly terminology

• Infographic on 
Bayesian methods

• Short video on 
Bayesian methods

• Training for NJDOE 
program staff on 
describing Bayesian 
methods
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REL studies will document predictive validity of Bayesian measures

• Studies of Bayesian approaches planned in both PA and NJ
• Studies will seek to show that stabilized Bayesian performance measures are better 

predictors of future performance
• Publication will give SEAs a rigorous, peer-reviewed report to support modifications
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REL Mid-Atlantic

Questions?

Brian Gill
bgill@mathematica.org

John Iko
john.iko@doe.nj.gov
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Disclaimer

This work was funded by the U.S. Department of Education’s Institute of 
Education Sciences (IES) under contract 91990022C0012, with REL Mid-
Atlantic, administered by Mathematica. The content of the presentation does 
not necessarily reflect the views or policies of IES or the U.S. Department of 
Education, nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or 
organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. government.
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